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RIDER
This RIDER is to inform the CLIENT of the basic needs, expectations and provisions.
document is to be considered part of the CONTRACT.

This

TRAVEL
The CLIENT is to provide all travel details and expenses. Be sure that the flight time is such that
you will not be rushed. Mr. Wigginton should be able to arrive at the hotel a few hours before the
event, when possible. Transportation to and from VENUE is to be arranged by the CLIENT.
HOTEL
The CLIENT is to provide all lodging expenses and details. Accommodations should be
comparable to Sheraton or Hampton. Room must be non-smoking. Room (not Business Center)
must be equipped with internet connection. A “guest home” is not appropriate lodging.
PROVISIONS
The CLIENT should feel no need to “entertain”! After the Master Class, Mr. Wigginton usually
needs to eat then retire for the evening. He will most likely have a full day of Private Sessions
starting the next morning.
Please provide Mr. Wigginton with bottled water (any brand) during the Master Class and during
the day of Private Sessions.
VENUE
The CLIENT must secure an appropriate venue for Master Class AND Private Sessions.
 white board (with dry-erase markers and eraser)
 fully weighted 88-key keyboard in great condition (with sustain pedal and bench)
 PA –even if the venue is small. PA must sound great! We will be studying the art of
creating sound, so the PA MUST transduce sound accurately. This is easily accomplished
with decent speakers and two quality mics (i.e. Beta 87 or even SM58)
 Two (2) mic stands; one with a boom extension for use at the keyboard
 The venue must have adequate seating and an acceptable level of comfort.
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In witness whereof, the parties hereto have hereunto set their names and seals on the day and
year written below. This RIDER shall become a binding part of the contract. It is
understood that James R. Wigginton and the CLIENT agree on the above listed terms of
contract/rider and consider this document legally binding.

__________________________________

__________________________________

PRINTED Name of CLIENT

PRINTED Name of INSTRUCTOR

__________________________________

__________________________________

Signature

Signature

______________________

______________________

Date

Date

HELPFUL HINTS!
• USE HOTWIRE.COM! We use it for nearly every venue. You can easily get a 3-4 Star hotel
for $50-$70 a night!
• JUST RENT A CAR FOR JRW! Car rental is very inexpensive (about $19 a day). That way
there’s no need to arrange pickup times, no depending on others to help out, and JRW is
sure to be on time.
• OPEN UP YOUR MASTERCLASS TO THE COMMUNITY! It’ll help cover your expenses (most
even make a profit), and it brings musicians together. How could that be a bad deal?

Questions? Just shoot an email to info@vocaledge.com, or call: (615) 320-1504.

